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The Gun is a novel by C.S. Forester about an imaginary series of incidents involving a single eighteen-pound
cannon during the Spanish Peninsular War (1807-1814) against Napoleon Bonaparte. It was first published
in 1933. As the story begins, the huge bronze cannon is abandoned by the remnants of a Spanish army
retreating after their defeat in Battle of Espinosa. The local people employ it in their rebellion against the
French, but are eventually forced to hide it away beneath a pile of stone to prevent its capture. Years later, a
group of guerrilleros learn of its location and conscript the locals to outfit it with carriage and train. Over
time, the gun is used in battle with ever-increasing success. It falls under the control of a series of guerrilla
leaders; each achieves strong leadership through his connection to the gun, and each is eventually killed in
some way (captured and executed, killed in battle, killed by rival leaders), until the gun finally comes under
the control of the 18-year-old Jorge, who emerges as an untrained but naturally gifted leader and tactician.
The exploits of the Spanish irregulars under Jorge eventually lead to the diversion of a large body of French
troops from their fight against Wellington and thus help win the war. The book vividly portrays the violence
of combat and the brutality displayed by both sides in the Peninsular War.
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From reader reviews:

John Stanley:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like looking
for your favorite publication and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you
can add your knowledge by the book entitled The Gun. Try to make book The Gun as your buddy. It means
that it can being your friend when you feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter than ever
before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you more confidence because you can know
almost everything by the book. So , let me make new experience and knowledge with this book.

Willie Coffey:

The actual book The Gun will bring you to the new experience of reading a new book. The author style to
elucidate the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book you just read, this book very ideal to you.
The book The Gun is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book from official web site,
so you can more easily to read the book.

Mathew Holstein:

This The Gun is great reserve for you because the content which can be full of information for you who else
always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it facts accurately
using great arrange word or we can say no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the item hurriedly
you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but tough core
information with attractive delivering sentences. Having The Gun in your hand like obtaining the world in
your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no guide that offer you world
inside ten or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book.
Heya Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that will?

Rafael Perez:

Some individuals said that they feel bored when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt this when they
get a half portions of the book. You can choose the book The Gun to make your personal reading is
interesting. Your own personal skill of reading ability is developing when you including reading. Try to
choose easy book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the impression about book and looking at
especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and read it. Beside that the book The Gun
can to be your brand new friend when you're feel alone and confuse using what must you're doing of the
time.
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